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this. Like storm Sandy. It is a unifying thing. Everybody 
got screwed in a way. Of course rich people are better 
off, but they also get screwed. There is a kind of realism 
to this prepping now, even if you look at the shows, 
it started like something extreme, people that are 
obsessive — crazy paranoid people — and day by day 
it becomes like stronger realism. And from the health 
point, where you have burned out CEO’s that also are 
facing the same problems, not coping with life and also 
having to find some kind of alternative, from a totally 
different point of agency but nevertheless they are also 
in the tiny house movement and I think this overlap 
is really interesting — people coming from radically 
different groups [are experiencing the same conditions].

 
SSS: For us this panic or eruption of discussion 
was quite surprising, where we come from there 
is a permanent state of “crisis”. As such there are 
ways around the “crisis” through design or how 
communities are organised. Here in the Netherlands 
these ways around crisis are lacking because it 
was never necessary, maybe because historically it 
was more egalitarian, that somehow the memory is 
missing. Being confronted by this, we were interested 
in exploring ad hoc or informal approaches to 
organisation or design, or the way people arrange 
life around food or food around life in relation to the 
economic situation.

SSS: [There is no strong ideological aspect to it.] It is 
a necessity that bases what we mention. The scale 
now is different than before. Before, the movements 
were mainly ideological and today it has been given a 
new edge. Necessity pulls in a lot of people that would 
never consider [prepping or the tiny house movement] 
— even if they are not ideologically aligned with them. 
It is all these things: a health crisis, an environmental 
crisis, economic crisis, a crisis of surviving today.

SSS: The idea for us, maybe a more personal 
observation, is that with the expansion of 
capitalisation, the explosion of neo-liberalism 
(experiences in Cape Town) all the problems 
you have historically, economically it is 10 - 15 
years ahead of Europe. In terms of the social 
economic situation, not necessarily in solving 
things, but the situation is clear and I think 
what you have seen in Europe the last year are 
things that we are quite familiar with. That is 
a little bit where the hook comes in with this 
project, we are interested in seeing how are 
these things flowing back to the Western or 
Northern context.

 […] we have a diagram in the book called Hope 
and Paranoia, which I think somehow perfectly 
encapsulates what is happening right now also 
in the sense of that you have this kind of layered 
class structure which is all in a way affected by 
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or discomfort, to someone else rant about what I 
thought of as nonsense but what seemed important 
to that person was two years ago. The last time I let 
myself speak complete and absolute nonsense was 
three months ago. 

The idea of the anti-psychatric therapy is to “live your 
wounds beautifully”. Its aim is not to block desires, not 
to define normativity. But to live the symptoms and to 
try to change the situation around them. The woman 
on the phone explains that the residents try to be “as 
straight as possible with themselves and with others”. 

“I avoid smelling, tasting—terror. I’m saying ‘help’ 
but you don’t hear me”. The man explains to the 
camera man.

One of the residents can not be integrated. He causes 
irresolvable problems. He is aggressive and palpable. 
It seems that he is in constant 
pain. Our ability to care for 
one another does reach a point 
of exhaustion. The left open 
peanut butter jar,  the unanswered imessage, the 
touch that never occured, the distance between two 
continents, the repressed smile, the desire that words 
can not express, the process of aging, a loss of bone, 
poverty, death. 

The act of stroking someone 
else’s arm. Making space for 
intimacy, for insanity and 
madness, for pain or comfort, 
for sincerity doing both damage and good, for 
compassion as well as for terror.

“I think that I am” a postcard on the desk says.

 
“One foot forward. Turn left. (Pause)  
Turn left. (Pause)  
Turn left. (Pause) 
Turn left. (Pause) 
L e f t. (Pause) 
Turn left. (Pause)  
Not right.  
Turn left. 
To the left. Not to the right.  
Don’t listen to what they say.” 

The man says to the girl. He holds her closely, 
trying to direct her on the staircase. She turns 
right instead of left and hits the wall. It is a scene 
of the film “Asylum” (1972) that is a few minutes 
longer than what one is used to. “Asylum” is 
a film better described as an “experimental 
document”, rather than a “documentary movie”. 
The film crew lives with schizophrenic residents 
of a group home without taking much action 
themselves. The home’s idea is founded based 
on radical psychiatrist R. D. Laing’s approach to 
healing mental illness through compassion and 
freedom. There is neither a program, nor a clear 
treatment or clinical care. 

The act of stroking someone else’s arm. A slow 
movement up- and downwards. A calming act. 
Repetitive and comforting. Fingertips on cold skin. Thin 
hair. All background noise blurs. Only the sound of the 
stroke remains. Fingertips on cold skin. Thin hair. 

“Sign and symbol alone is sane” is written on the 
wall of the shared London apartment. Signs and 
symbols are complex. They change constantly. They 
can be interpreted differently depending on ones 
perspective and the context wherein they are viewed. 
Can a sign or a symbol be sane or insane? Who or 
what creates meaning?

The act of stroking someone else’s arm. Patiently 
taking time to stroke. To hold someone else’s head. I 
follow pets on Instagram. Cats grooming one another. 
It is surprising how much time the residents take for 
each other. For touching and listening to each other. 
Also for speaking. Both in dialogues but also for 
having rampant monologues. But there are indeed 
moments in which the atmosphere shifts drastically. 
Time, patience and compassion have their limits. “Shut 
up right now!” the girl yells at the man covering her 
ears in painful anxiety.

The act of stroking someone else’s arm. The last 
time I silently listened, refraining my own objection 
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er zit een grens aan ons 
vermogen om voor elkaar 
te kunnen zorgen.

ruimte voor intimiteit, 
for waanzin en 
krankzinnigheid, voor 
pijn of troost

Thought: There is truly something comforting that we are all together 
in this. Yet it is also horrifying that we all, no matter what “class” you 
are in, are basically equally screwed in the long run.

On a different note, is the crisis in the Industrial North not different 
from the constant crisis in the Global South? It would almost seem 
that the crisis in the North is that there is a fear that the North will 
become too much like the South — and not that it is “suffering” from 
the same conditions. Basically, the North is paranoid, the South is 
hopefuly that they will survive.

 

Thought: We really live in a blissful condition, where we have the 
luxury to imagine crisis, and super impose it one ourselves. Do we try 
to show the world that we also suffer? At the same time as imposing 
a crisis on ourselves, we try to institutionalize this crisis, not only at 
home but everywhere.

Thought: Often when crisis and ideology come together, bound by 
fear, something dark and sinister comes to the fore. Whereas in the 
past survivalism has been the territory of ultra nationalist, and neo-
facistic groups, lately it has become a bit more open to everyone. The 
only difference seems to be ideology versus practicality.
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